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Abstract

In this thesis, we consider the max-min fair (MMF) multi-group multicast beamform-

ing design to maximize the minimum signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)

subject to transmit power limit. We obtain the optimal multicast beamforming so-

lution structure for an arbitrary system configuration. We show that the optimal

MMF solution has a weighted minimum mean square error (MMSE) filter structure

and a similar structure to that of the quality-of-service (QoS) problem. Directly

using the optimal beamforming structure, we propose two algorithms by either di-

rect method via successive convex approximation (SCA), or solving the QoS problem

iteratively. For massive MIMO systems, we propose an efficient MMF multicast beam-

forming design based on the optimal solution structure. The semi-definite relaxation

(SDR) method and an SCA-based method are applied to solve the problem with

low-complexity.

Simulation results show that our proposed methods that used optimal beamform-

ing structure achieve near-optimal performance. Additionally, they have relatively

low computational complexity compared with the conventional direct SDR method

for large-scale antennas or user-per-group. Our proposed efficient methods show com-

parable performance to the optimal beamforming structure methods but with signif-
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icantly lower computational complexity for massive MIMO systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

According to the Cisco Visual Networking Index Forecast for 2017-2022 [1], wireless

data will grow at a compound annual growth rate of 46%, and video data is expected

to account for 82% of all internet traffic by 2022, which grows from 75% in 2017.

Moreover, users demand high quality of videos, such as Ultra-High-Definition (UHD)

or High-Definition (HD), and these types of videos require high transmit data rate. In

addition, emerging technologies such as virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR),

Internet of Things (IoT), and autonomous vehicles, also have higher requirements

for their communication systems. These include faster transmit data rate and larger

system capacity. In order to meet these demands, many wireless techniques are being

developed. Among those new techniques, multi-antenna multicast beamforming has

demonstrated its efficacy as a transmission technique to deliver common messages

to multiple users simultaneously, as well as provide a promising avenue to support

high-speed content distribution for the 5th generation (5G) wireless networks [2, 3].

Multi-antenna, also known as multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), has been

one of the most important technologies in wireless communications in the last few
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decades. MIMO techniques can bring many advantages, such as improved perfor-

mance, larger system capacity, and higher per-user data rates. There are three differ-

ent types of MIMO techniques: point-to-point MIMO, multi-user MIMO, and massive

MIMO [2–4]. Massive MIMO, as the latest and most powerful form of MIMO [4], has

all the advantages of traditional MIMO but on a much larger scale [2]. Additional ben-

efits of massive MIMO including widespread use of inexpensive components, reduced

latency, and improved robustness [3]. With many advantages of massive MIMO, it is

one key technology anticipated in the 5G wireless networks [2–4].

Traditional unicast transmission strategy, that is to transmit one data message to

one single user, has lost its attraction due to the fast growth of the emerging wireless

services and applications. In particular, services like video sharing, push notifications,

and news releases are being increasingly popular, and the demands for delivering

common data to different users has become more and more widespread. Multicasting,

enables the transmission of common data to multiple users simultaneously, is one

solution to cater these demands and is already playing a key role in the 5G networks

[5]. Multicasting faces many challenges, including to enhance the overall received

signal strength and the system capacity. Beamforming techniques can be applied to

improve the performance of multicasting, as well as to gain higher data rates [5].

Multicast beamforming has been studied for a single user group [6–8], multiple

user groups [9,10] or multi-cell networks [11,12]. Two types of optimization problems

are typically considered in these studies: the quality-of-service (QoS) problem and

the max-min fair (MMF) problem. The QoS problem is to minimize the transmit

power while maintaining the target signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at
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each user. While the MMF problem is to maximize the minimum SINR subject to

the transmit power constraint. Both problems are non-deterministic polynomial-time

hard (NP-hard) [6], which implies that they are unlikely to be solvable in polyno-

mial time. Hence, existing works mainly focus on developing numerical algorithms

to obtain suboptimal solutions. The semi-definite relaxation (SDR) method, as a

conventional numerical method, was widely used [6, 9, 11, 13] to obtain a suboptimal

solution. The SDR method was proven to determine the optimal multicast beam-

forming solution for some particular system setups [14]. However, the general optimal

multicast beamforming structure remains unknown.

The combining application of multicast beamforming and massive MIMO has

been emerging as to support the high-speed content distribution for the 5G wireless

networks [15]. As the number of antennas scales up, multicast beamforming in mas-

sive MIMO faces a main challenge to reduce the computational complexity. Despite

the good performance, the aforementioned SDR method is impractical for massive

MIMO systems due to its expensive computational cost [16–20]. Similarly, the newly

proposed successive convex approximation (SCA) method has been used for both

single-group [21] and multi-group [22] setups, but still with relatively high compu-

tational complexity. Therefore, efficient multicast beamforming designs for massive

MIMO systems are demanded.

1.2 Motivation and Objective

The family of multicast beamforming optimization problems are NP-hard [6], thus

existing literature works mainly focus on developing numerical algorithms or signal
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processing methods to obtain suboptimal solutions with adequate performance. No

optimal solution is available. Recently, the optimal solution for the QoS problem in the

multi-group multicast beamforming scenario has been obtained by [18]. It reveals the

optimal multicast beamforming structure, and shows the potential for practical design

in massive MIMO systems. However, the optimal multicast beamforming solution for

the MMF problem is yet unknown. If the optimal multicast beamforming solution

structure can be obtained for the QoS problem, it may also be found for the MMF

problem.

As previously discussed conventional SDR method is not practical for massive

MIMO due to its expensive computational cost. Likewise, the newly proposed SCA

method, considered the state-of-the-art method, cannot solve multicast beamform-

ing problems efficiently when the number of antennas is large. In order to adapt to

massive MIMO scenarios, a few literature works have recently studied low-complexity

multicast beamforming design [16–20], with different approaches to reduce the com-

putational complexity. In addition to the computational complexity, existing works

typically solve the MMF problem by iteratively solving the QoS problem, where an

initial feasible point is difficult to find [17, 22, 23]. The design of effective and low

complexity MMF multicast beamforming methods for massive MIMO systems is de-

sirable, however, without an understanding of the optimal multicast beamforming

solution, efficient and effective design is challenging.

To address the above challenges, we investigate multicast beamforming in single-

cell multi-group networks. We aim to obtain the optimal solution for the MMF

problem. We will also provide a low-complexity beamforming design based on the
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optimal solution.

1.3 Thesis Contribution

In this thesis, we focus on the MMF multi-group multicast beamforming design. We

give a novel derivation of the optimal beamforming solution structure for an arbi-

trary system configuration. Furthermore, to avoid high computational complexity,

an efficient multi-group multicast beamforming design, based on the optimal MMF

beamforming solution structure, is presented.

1.3.1 The Optimal MMF Multicast Beamforming Solution

By exploring the MMF problem through the SCA method and utilizing the Lagrange

duality, we obtain the optimal MMF multicast beamforming solution structure for a

single-cell multi-group network. We observe that the optimal solution has a weighted

minimum mean square error (MMSE) filter structure based on the weighted sum

of all channels in groups and the weighted sum of all interfering channel covariance

matrices. We also show that the optimal solutions for the QoS and MMF problems

have a similar structure.

We develop two algorithms where the optimal solution structure is used, one by

direct method via SCA, and the other by solving the QoS problem iteratively. Simula-

tion results show that our proposed algorithms achieve near-optimal performance with

lower computational complexity than traditional direct SDR method for large-scale

antennas/users-per-group systems.
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1.3.2 Efficient Algorithm for MMF Multicast Beamforming

Based on the optimal solution structure, we propose a low-complexity MMF multi-

group multicast beamforming design for massive MIMO systems. Using this low-

complexity structure, we develop two algorithms to solve the MMF problem by either

the SDR method or an SCA-based method. The complexity of our proposed solution

is independent of the number of antennas, providing a practical, attractive solution

for massive MIMO systems. Simulation results show that our proposed algorithms

provide near-optimal performance with substantially lower complexity at for large-

scale systems than other existing methods.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, a literature review

on beamforming techniques, multicast beamforming design objectives, and massive

MIMO technology is presented. In Chapter 3, the derivation of the optimal MMF

multicast beamforming solution is given, and the associated numerical algorithms are

developed. In Chapter 4, a low-complexity multicast beamforming design based on

the optimal solution is proposed. The conclusion of this thesis is written in Chapter 5.

1.5 Notation

The main symbols used in this thesis are summarized as below. The transpose,

Hermitian, trace, and conjugate of a matrix A are denoted as AT , AH , tr[A], and

A∗, respectively. A semi-positive definite matrix A is denoted as A � 0. The identity

matrix is denoted as I. We use E[x] to represent the expected value of x. Notation
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x ∼ CN (a,B) means that x follows the complex Gaussian distribution with mean a

and covariance matrix B. We use a→ b to mean that a converges to b, i.e., |a−b| ≤ ε,

where ε is a fixed threshold. We write diag(a) to denote the unique diagonal matrix

whose diagonal is equal to a, i.e., diag(a)ii = ai, and diag(a)ij = 0 for i 6= j.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Beamforming Techniques

In this section, we give an overview of the literature on techniques for beamforming.

2.1.1 Beamforming

The term beamforming originated from early spatial filters that were designed to form

pencil beams, with the goal of strengthening the signal delivered from a particular

location while weakening signals from other locations [24]. Beamforming is thus de-

fined as a type of array signal processing technique that is used to form centralized

and directed beams [25,26].

Beamformers can be separated into two types: data independent and statistically

optimum. The design of data independent beamformers does not depend on the input

array, e.g., channel state information (CSI). On the other hand, statistically optimum

beamformers are dependent on the input array to maximize the array gains. Beam-

forming may also be divided into unicast beamforming and multicast beamforming: in

the former, one considers the scenario when a base station (BS) sends content to only

a single user, and in the latter, the BS sends content to multiple users at the same
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time.

There are also several different types of multicast beamforming. Often, one is able

to divide the users in a single cell into different groups depending on what content

they receive from the BS. If all users receive the same content, we call this single-

group multicast beamforming. Otherwise, if we have more than one such group,

this is called multi-group multicast beamforming. If we consider users from different

cells, e.g., multiple BSs transmit different messages to their users simultaneously, it is

called multi-cell multicast beamforming. Multicast beamforming can also be applied

in other scenarios, including relay networks, cognitive ratio (secondary user spectrum

access) networks, and vehicular ad hoc network (VANET).

By using beamforming, one can gain improved performance, reduced interference,

and mitigated path loss [27]. Beamforming is a versatile technique that has seen

applications across several different communications systems [6–13, 21, 28, 29]. Since

this thesis is focused on multicast beamforming, we will introduce various types of

multicast beamforming below.

2.1.2 Single-Group Multicast Beamforming

In single-group multicast beamforming, the system under consideration has only a

single group of users receiving a message. Single group multicast beamforming is a

special case of multi-group multicast beamforming, and was the first area of research

for multicast beamforming designs [6,13]. In [6], both QoS and MMF problems were

considered. They proposed finding a sub-optimal solution by using the SDR method

along with randomization. Both QoS and MMF problems were proved to be NP-hard
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in [13]. The authors in [7] showed two new transceiver strategies for single-group

multicast beamforming. One is to randomize the beamformer in a per-symbol time-

varying method, thus avoiding the use of the rank-1 relaxation in the SDR method.

This is called stochastic beamforming (SBF). The other strategy is to combine trans-

mit beamforming and Alamouti space-time coding. Moreover, both strategies can be

used together to reduce the multicast achievable rate gaps with respect to (w.r.t.)

the multicast capacity. In [8], a channel orthogonalization was proposed along with a

local refinement approach to solve the QoS problem approximately. The SCA method

showed good performance when used in [21] to solve the single-group multicast beam-

forming problem. In [30], an adaptive multicast beamforming algorithm was proposed

for cases for which the CSI is known at the transmitter, and an online algorithm was

developed for cases where CSI is unknown. Multicast beamforming designs for massive

MIMO in single-group networks were recently studied in [31,32]. The authors in [31]

exploited Nesterov smoothing and Nemirovski’s saddle point reformulation approach

to efficiently solve the SCA subproblems. On the other hand, a linear programming-

assisted subgradient descent (LPA-SD) was proposed to solve the MMF multicast

beamforming problem in [32].

2.1.3 Multi-Group Multicast Beamforming

In single-cell multi-group multicast beamforming, the system under consideration has

multiple groups of users receiving different messages in a cell, as shown in Fig. 2.1.

Compared to single-group multicast beamforming, it has an additional challenge of

mitigating inter-group interference. One may also need to consider the power alloca-
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tion for different groups.

Group 1

Group 2

Group G

Figure 2.1: A downlink multi-group multicast beamforming scenario.

Multicast beamforming designs for multi-group networks have been studied for

various scenarios, and many different approaches have been developed to solve the

QoS and/or MMF problem [9,10,18,23,33–41]. The study of [6] has been extended to

the multi-group multicasting scenario by [9]. A technique that combines SDR, ran-

domization with multicast power control was used to obtain the solution of the QoS

problem. In [23], dirty paper precoding was employed at the transmitter to reduce

the inter-group interference, the authors used the SDR method combined with opti-

mal power allocation to solve the QoS problem. The authors in [33] solved the MMF

problem by using a derived convex approximation. The second-order cone program-

ming (SOCP) approach was used to approximate the multicast beamforming problem

in [34,35,37], the beamforming vectors were then obtained by solving the approxima-

tion problem. The optimal QoS multicast beamforming solution was derived in [18],

using Lagrange duality and the SCA method. In [10], a weighted MMF problem
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under per-antenna power constraints was considered, i.e., the total power budget is

separated into the power budget for each antenna. Multicast beamforming was de-

signed to maximize a weighted sum rate in [41]. A multi-group maxSR optimization

problem, that is to maximize minimum SINR in each group while (simultaneously)

maximizing the system sum rate subject to per-antenna power constraints, was stud-

ied in [40]. Multi-group multicast beamforming design was studied for multiple-input

single-output (MISO) orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) framework

in [36]. The authors in [39] investigated multicast beamforming problems when the

channel vectors are Vandermonde. Vandermonde channels can appear when a uni-

form linear antenna array is applied at the transmitter under fair-field, line-of-sight

propagation conditions. Multicast beamforming designs along with antenna selection

for multi-group networks were studied in [36,38].

Efficient multi-group multicast beamforming designs for massive MIMO systems

have recently considered by a few studies [16–18,22,42]. Authors in [10] extended the

study to massive MIMO systems [22], the SCA method was used to solve the MMF

problem, and showed good performance with reduced computational complexity. A

two-layer block-diagonal zero-forcing (BDZF) beamforming approach was proposed

in [16] with a reduced order of complexity w.r.t. the number of antennas. This

method requires the number of antennas to be greater than the total number of users.

In [17], both QoS and MMF problems were considered. Based on the convex-concave

procedure (CCP) and alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM), the au-

thors proposed a low-complexity high-performance algorithm to solve the problems.

In [42], the MMF problem was considered for six different scenarios and multicast
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beamforming designs for different system setups were developed. In [18], by using the

optimal QoS solution structure, their proposed algorithms have sufficient low compu-

tational complexity, providing a practical attraction for massive MIMO systems.

2.1.4 Multi-Cell Multicast Beamforming

In multi-cell multicast beamforming, the systems under consideration have multiple

cells each serving their own users. There are two different types of multicasting in

multi-cell networks: cooperative and non-cooperative. In the cooperative scenario,

multiple BSs form a cluster to jointly deliver messages to the users they serve. In the

non-cooperative case, each BS delivers messages to users in its cell independently. In

contrast to multi-group multicast beamforming, the inter-cell/inter-cluster interfer-

ence must be considered in multi-cell networks.

In [11], the cooperative multicasting scenario was considered. A condition on the

SINR target was presented to make the QoS problem become feasible, which was then

solved using a distributed algorithm. They also solved the MMF problem by using

the inverse relation between it and the QoS problem. They later extended the study

into non-cooperative multicasting scenario in [15]. The authors in [12] designed a

beamforming algorithm based on CSI at the transmitter and the (possibly delayed)

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) feedback for cooperative multicasting scenario. A weighted

maximum ratio transmission (MRT) approach was proposed for both cooperative and

non-cooperative multicasting scenarios [19] to solve the MMF problem. Its complexity

no longer depends on the number of antennas, which makes it practical for massive

MIMO systems. In [20], the weighted MRT method was used to solve the signal-to-
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leakage ratio (SLR) based coordinated multicast beamforming problem.

2.1.5 Other Scenarios

Multicast beamforming can also be used in other communication systems. This in-

cludes relay networks, cognitive ratio network (CRN), VANET.

A relay network involves a middle node between the BS and the users. This node

is called a relay station (RS). An extensively used relay scheme is amplify-and-forward

(AF), that is RS amplifies what it received from BS then forwards the amplified signals

to the destination. In AF scheme, the noise and interference are also amplified and

forwarded. Thus, a primary challenge of beamforming design in relay AF networks

is the noise and interference cancellation. Multicast beamforming designs in relay

networks were studied in [43–47]. The authors in [43] proposed to solve the maximum

per-antenna power minimization subject to SNR constraints problem in the Lagrange

dual domain.

A CRN, also known as secondary user spectrum access network, refers to a radio

network in which licensed primary users (PUs) and unlicensed secondary users (SUs)

share the same spectrum. The PUs can access the available radio frequency bands

with priority, while the SUs may access them only when the degradation on the PU’s

performance is limited. The beamforming design goal in CRN is to protect the PUs

from interference while satisfying some QoS requirements for the SUs. The multicast

beamforming designs in CRN were considered in [48–52]. Non-smooth algorithms

were proposed to solve the multicast beamforming problems efficiently in [51].

Multicasting in VANETs can be extremely helpful for autonomous driving, since
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it allows sharing common information efficiently among vehicles. Multicast beam-

forming can be applied in VANETs to achieve interference cancellation [53] and signal

quality improvement [54].

2.2 Multicast Beamforming Design Objectives

There are many different multicast beamforming design objectives proposed by re-

searchers. Among those, the most commonly studied are the QoS problem and the

MMF problem.

2.2.1 The Quality-of-Service (QoS) Problem

In the QoS problem, beamforming vectors are designed to minimize the transmit

power subject to a constraint that QoS is greater than a certain value. It can be

written as the follows

min Transmit Power

s.t. QoS Constraints.

The QoS often refers to the SINR of received signals. A commonly considered ob-

jective in the QoS problem is to minimize the total transmit power. Note that, in

single-group multicast beamforming scenario, the QoS problem is always feasible,

since the worst case SINR can be boosted by using additional transmit power. How-

ever, it might be infeasible for multi-group/multi-cell networks in some cases, due to

the inter-group/inter-cell interference. It cannot improve the SINR by merely adding

more transmit power, because the power of both desired signal and the interference

will increase.
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In single-group multicast beamforming, the total transmit power of a cell directly

comes from the power of that single user group. The QoS problem for single-group

multicast beamforming scenario was studied in [6,8,21]. The QoS problem was studied

in [6], and they proposed to use the SDR method to solve it. The QoS problem with

SNR constraints was considered in [8], and channel orthogonalization was used to

solve the problem. The SCA method was used to solve the QoS problem in [21].

In multi-group multicast beamforming, the total transmit power of a cell equals

to the sum of all multicasting groups’ power. The QoS problem was considered

in [9,23,34–39]. The SDR method was used in [9,23]. The authors in [16] proposed a

BDZF method to solve the QoS problem, which showed good performance with low

computational complexity. In [17], the authors solved the QoS problem using ADMM,

their proposed method showed the potential to be applied in large-scale systems. The

optimal multicast beamforming structure of the QoS problem was derived in [18].

In multi-cell multicast beamforming, depending on how many multicast groups

are considered, the total transmit power of a cell can be calculated accordingly. The

authors in [11] proposed a condition on the SINR target to make the QoS problem

become feasible.

2.2.2 The Max-Min Fair (MMF) Problem

In the MMF problem, beamforming vectors are designed to maximize the minimum

SINR among all users subject to transmit power constraints. It can be written as
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follows

max min
all users

SINR

s.t. Transmit Power Constraints.

The transmit power constraint often refers to the limitation on the total transmit

power, which needs to be less than or equal to the total transmit power budget. In

single-group multicast beamforming, the total power budget can be fully used for

the single user group. However, in multi-group multicast beamforming, multiple user

groups share the total transmit power budget in a cell, and thus the power allocation

problem needs to be considered while satisfying the power constraint. For a multi-cell

network, depending on the number of multicasting groups in a cell, the total transmit

power budget can be used accordingly.

The MMF problem has been studied for different wireless scenarios. The MMF

problem was first considered in [6] for single-group multicast beamforming design.

Then it was considered for multi-group multicast beamforming scenario in [9, 10, 16,

17,22,23,33,39,40]. Among these studies, authors in [17,22,23] obtained the solution

for the MMF problem by solving the QoS problem iteratively, which is based the

inverse relation [9] between the QoS and MMF problems. Lately, the MMF problem

was studied for the multi-cell multicast beamforming scenario in [11,19,20].

Note that the optimal multicast beamforming structure of the QoS problem for

multi-group networks was found in [18], but that of the MMF problem is yet to be

found. Even though the solution for the MMF problem can be obtained by solving the

QoS problem iteratively, it does not give a fundamental understanding of the optimal
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MMF solution structure. Thus, we focus on deriving the optimal MMF solution for

multi-group multicast beamforming in this thesis.

2.3 Massive MIMO Systems

The demand for wireless throughput has been increasing explosively over the past few

decades, due to the fast development of wireless services and the intense growth of

the number of mobile devices. In contrast, the amount of available electromagnetic

spectrum remains restricted regardless of the increasing demand [4, 55]. MIMO is

a promising technique to address this challenge. Three different types of MIMO

techniques were studied, including point-to-point MIMO [56–58], multi-user MIMO

[59–63], and massive MIMO [2–4,64–66].

Massive MIMO is a special form of multi-user MIMO, in which the BS is equipped

with a large number of antennas [64]. What makes it different from multi-user MIMO

is that massive MIMO is a scalable technology [4]. The performance of massive MIMO

systems improves as the number of antennas increases. By deploying a large array of

antennas, massive MIMO can achieve spatial multiplexing, that is to transmit different

data streams at the same time and over the same frequency. This enlarges the capacity

and improves the spectral efficiency for massive MIMO systems [3]. In addition, low-

power, low-precision units can be employed in massive MIMO systems [2, 4, 66]. Due

to many advantages of massive MIMO, it is considered a key technology for the next

generation wireless networks [2–4]. Literature works have conducted researches for

massive MIMO systems in various aspects, including the spectral efficiency [67,68], the

energy efficiency [68,69], the CSI acquisition [55,70,71], precoding algorithms [42,72],
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and system capacity [65, 73]. With massive MIMO being commercially deployed in

2018, [74] has explored five new research directions relevant to massive MIMO.

Beamforming techniques can be exploited at the transmitter in massive MIMO

systems such that the transmit data beams can centralize in the directions to intended

users whereas suppress in the interference directions [75]. This results in improved

SINR of received signals for users. Multicast beamforming design with different ob-

jectives has been studied in many different scenarios for massive MIMO systems. The

challenge is to reduce the computational complexity, as the multicast beamforming

problem size grows with the number of antennas. Therefore, inefficient algorithms are

not realistic for massive MIMO systems.

Single-group multicast beamforming in massive MIMO systems were studied in

[31, 32]. Low-complexity approximation algorithms based on the SCA method were

proposed and applied to solve the MMF problem in [31]. On the other side, the authors

in [32] developed a first-order method that shows favourable performance-complexity

trade-off.

In multi-group networks, multicast beamforming designs with a same goal of

reducing the computational complexity for massive MIMO were studied [16–18, 76].

The QoS and MMF problems under per-antenna power constraints were studied in

[76], where the SCA method was utilized. Two efficient algorithms were developed

to solve both QoS and MMF problems in [16], wherein a new duality that allows the

solving of both problems simultaneously was demonstrated. An ADMM based fast

algorithm was proposed in [17]. In [18], two efficient algorithms were proposed to solve

the QoS problem, in which the derived optimal multicast beamforming structure was
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used.

Solving multi-cell multicast beamforming problems in massive MIMO systems

were considered in [15, 19, 20]. An asymptotically optimal multicast beamforming

structure was showed in [15]. A low-complexity multicast beamforming design was

proposed in [19,20], its advantageous performance-complexity trade-off makes it prac-

tical for massive MIMO systems.

Combining multicast beamforming and massive MIMO techniques in wireless sys-

tems can have great benefits. Existing works, however, mainly design the beamform-

ing vectors to solve the QoS problem. The MMF problem is then solved through an

iterative method of solving the QoS problem. Additionally, the beamforming designs

are not based on the MMF optimal solution of MMF problem. Thus, we will also

develop a low-complexity method to solve the MMF problem for multi-group multi-

cast beamforming in massive MIMO systems, based on the optimal MMF solution we

derive.



Chapter 3

The Optimal MMF Multi-group
Multicast Beamforming Design

In this chapter, we consider the MMF problem for multi-group multicast beamforming

scenario. The newly derived optimal beamforming solution is obtained by exploiting

the SCA method and the Lagrange duality. This optimal solution is applicable for

arbitrary system configuration. Two numerical algorithms are proposed to determine

the beamforming vectors, in which the optimal solution is applied.

3.1 System Model

We consider the downlink single-cell multi-group multicasting scenario where a BS

equipped with M antennas multicasts G independent messages to G groups of users

simultaneously. Each message is multicasted to one specific group of users. We

assume that there are K users per group and every user is equipped with only one

antenna. The set of all users in each group and the set of all groups are denoted as

K , {1, . . . , K} and G , {1, . . . , G}, respectively.

We use hik to represent the M × 1 channel vector between the BS and user k in

group i, for all k ∈ K, i ∈ G. Denote wi as the M × 1 beamforming vector for group
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i, for i ∈ G. The received signal at user k in group i is given by

rik = wH
i hiksi +

G∑
j 6=i

wH
j hiksi + nik, k ∈ K, i ∈ G (3.1)

where si is the symbol for group i with E[|si|2] = 1, and nik is the additive white

Gaussian noise for user k in group i, and nik ∼ CN (0, σ2), for k ∈ K, i ∈ G. The

first term in (3.1) contains the desired signal, and the second term is the inter-group

interference from all other groups. The BS transmit power is limited by maximum

power budget Ptot, and we have ∑G
i=1 ‖wi‖2 ≤ Ptot. The SINR for user k in group i is

given by

SINRik = |wH
i hik|2∑G

j 6=i |wH
j hik|2 + σ2 , k ∈ K, i ∈ G. (3.2)

We consider the MMF multicast beamforming problem that aims to optimize the

beamforming vectors {wi} to maximize the minimum SINR among all users, subject

to the transmit power constraint. This optimization problem is given by

P0 : max
w

min
i∈G,k∈K

SINRik

s.t.
G∑
i=1
‖wi‖2 ≤ Ptot (3.3)

where w , [wH
1 , · · · ,wH

G ]H .

3.2 Preliminary: Optimal Multicast Beamforming
Structure for the QoS Problem

The optimal multi-group multicast beamforming solution structure for the QoS prob-

lem has been recently obtained in [18]. In this section, we briefly present the key

techniques that are used to derive the optimal solution. These techniques will be

adopted to derive the optimal solution for the MMF problem later.
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The QoS problem for multi-group multicast beamforming can be written as

Q0 : min
w

G∑
i=1
‖wi‖2

s.t. SINRik ≥ γik, k ∈ K, i ∈ G (3.4)

where γik is the SINR target at user k in group i. It is well-known that Q0 is non-

convex and NP-hard [6]. Therefore the optimal solution has been unknown in the

literature, and existing works focus on developing numerical suboptimal methods.

In [18], the optimal solution structure for QoS has been obtained by developing tech-

niques that combine the SCA numerical method and Lagrange duality.

The SCA method is a numerical method for solving non-convex optimization

problems by a series of convex approximation. It is proven that the SCA method will

converge to a stationary (local optimal) solution if the objective functions are strictly

convex [77]. The SCA method is briefly described below.

Given any positive semi-definite matrix A � 0, for arbitrary zi, i ∈ G, we have

(wi − zi)HA(wi − zi) ≥ 0, for all i ∈ G. The above inequality is equivalent to

wH
i Awi ≥ 2Re{wH

i Azi} − zHi Azi, i ∈ G, (3.5)

with equality if and only if wi = zi. Notice that the quadratic expression in the

left-hand-side (LHS) w.r.t. wi is relaxed by the linear expression w.r.t. wi in the

right-hand-side (RHS).

Applying (3.2) into (3.4), we may write the equivalent form of the SINR constraint

in Q0 as follows

wH
i hikhHikwi ≥ γik

 G∑
j 6=i
|wH

j hik|2 + σ2

 . (3.6)
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For any given M × 1 vector zi, by (3.5), we have the following inequality for the term

in LHS of (3.6)

wH
i hikhHikwi ≥ 2Re{wH

i hikhHikzi} − zHi hikhHikzi, i ∈ G (3.7)

with equality if and only if wi = zi. Given z , [zH1 , · · · , zHG ], applying the above

inequality to (3.6), we have the following convex approximation of Q0

QSCA(z) : min
w

G∑
i=1
‖wi‖2

s.t. 2Re{wH
i hikhHikzi} − zHi hikhHikzi ≥ γik

 G∑
j 6=i
|wH

j hik|2 + σ2

 ,
k ∈ K, i ∈ G. (3.8)

Note that the non-convex constraint (3.4) is now replaced by the convex constraint

(3.8), so the problem QSCA(z) is convex. By using the SCA method to solve the above

problem, we summarize the main steps as follows:

1. Set initial feasible point z(0); Set l = 0.

2. Solve QSCA(z(l)) and obtain the optimal solution w?(z(l)).

3. Set z(l+1) = w?(z(l)).

4. Set l = l + 1. Repeat Steps 2 to 4, until convergence.

The convergence to a stationary point w? is guaranteed in the above SCA method.

That convergence to the global optimal solution could happen if the initial point z(0)

is at the vicinity of the optimal beamforming solution wo for Q0. When this is the

case, we have z(l) → w? = wo.
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For a convex problem, its optimal solution can be obtained by solving its Lagrange

dual problem [78]. If the optimization problem is convex, zero duality gap holds in

general [78]. Thus, its optimal solution can be derived in the Lagrange dual domain.

Since QSCA(z) is convex, its optimal solution can be obtained by solving its La-

grange dual problem. The Lagrangian for QSCA(z) is given by

L(z,w,λ) =
G∑
i=1
‖wi‖2 +

G∑
i=1

∑
k∈K

λik

γik∑
j 6=i

∣∣∣wH
j hik

∣∣∣2 + γikσ
2

−2Re
{
wH
i hikhHikzi

}
+
∣∣∣zHi hik

∣∣∣2] (3.9)

where λik is the Lagrange multiplier for the SINR constraint in (3.4) for user k in group

i, and λ , [λT
1 , . . . ,λ

T
G]T with λi , [λi1, . . . , λiK ]T . The Lagrange dual problem for

QSCA(z) is given by

DSCA(z) : max
λ

min
w
L(z,w,λ)

s.t. λ < 0

By exploring the SCA method and Lagrangian duality, the optimal multicast

beamforming solution structure of Q0 is derived and shown in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 (Dong and Wang 2019 [18]). The optimal solution for multi-group mul-

ticast beamforming QoS problem Q0 is given by

wo
i = R−1(λo)

∑
k∈K

αoikhik = R−1(λo)Hiα
o
i , i ∈ G (3.10)

where R(λ) , I +∑G
i=1

∑K
k=1 λikγikhikhHik, Hi , [hi1, . . . ,hiK ], αo

i , [αoi1, · · · , αoiK ]H ,

λo is the optimal dual solution for the dual problem of Q0, with λo , [λoT
1 , · · · ,λoT

G ]T

and λo
i , [λoi1, · · · , λoiK ]T , and αoik = λoikδik(1 + γik) with δik , hHikwo

i .
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3.3 The Optimal Multicast Beamforming Struc-
ture for the MMF Problem

It is known that P0, as part of the family of multicast beamforming optimization

problems, is non-convex and NP-hard. Finding the optimal solution for P0 has been

considered as an intractable problem, and numerical methods are developed to find

suboptimal solutions. Inspired by the techniques developed for solving the QoS prob-

lem in Section 3.2, in this section, by exploring the SCA method and the optimization

techniques, we derive the optimal solution for P0 in a semi-closed form.

3.3.1 Approximation via SCA

P0 can be equivalently transferred into the following optimization problem.

P1 : min
w,t

t

s.t. SINRik ≥
1
t
, k ∈ K, i ∈ G, (3.11)

G∑
i

‖wi‖2 ≤ Ptot, (3.12)

t > 0, (3.13)

in which we can write the SINR constraint (3.11) explicitly as

|wH
i hik|2∑G

j 6=i |wH
j hik|2 + σ2 ≥

1
t
.

With the constraint (3.13) holds, the above inequality is equivalent to

twH
i hikhHikwi ≥

G∑
j 6=i
|wH

j hik|2 + σ2. (3.14)

We notice that in (3.14), the matrix hikhHik is semi-definite positive, according to
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the inequality (3.5), for arbitrary M × 1 vector zi, we have

wH
i hikhHikwi ≥ 2Re{wH

i hikhHikzi} − |zHi hik|2. (3.15)

Given z , [zH1 , · · · , zHG ]H , we consider the following approximation of P1:

P1SCA(z) : min
w,t

t

s.t. t
(
2Re{wH

i hikhHikzi} − |zHi hik|2
)
≥

G∑
j 6=i
|wH

j hik|2 + σ2,

k ∈ K, i ∈ G, (3.16)
G∑
i=1
‖wi‖2 ≤ Ptot, (3.17)

t > 0. (3.18)

Note that if constraint (3.16) holds, by (3.15), constraint (3.11) holds. Thus, for any

given z, the solution to P1SCA(z) is feasible to P1. As the SCA method is guaranteed

to converge, at convergence, the equality in (3.15) holds, and the constraint (3.16)

becomes the same as (3.11). Therefore, solving P1SCA(z) and updating z iteratively

along with bi-section search on t, will arrive at the local optimal {wi} for P1. We can

solve the above problem using a two-layer iterative method:

1. Inner iteration: For a fixed z(l), solve problem P1SCA(z(l)). For a fixed t, P1SCA(z)

is a convex optimization problem w.r.t. w. We use the bi-section search over t

and a feasibility test to solve P1SCA(z) and obtain {w(l)?
i , t(l)?}.

2. Outer iteration: Update z(l+1) = w(l)?. Set l = l + 1.

The two-layer iterative SCA-baed method is summarized as follows.

1. Find an initial feasible z(0) that satisfies ∑G
i ‖z

(0)
i ‖2 ≤ Ptot; Set l = 0.
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2. Outer loop: Find an initial thigh such that P1SCA(z(l)) is feasible and an initial

tlow such that P1SCA(z(l)) is infeasible.

3. Inner loop: Set t = thigh+tlow
2 .

4. Given t, solve the feasibility problem of P1SCA(z(l)), obtain w(l)?; If P1SCA(z(l)) is

feasible thigh = t, otherwise, tlow = t.

5. Repeat Step 3 to 4 until thigh → tlow.

6. Update z(l+1) = w(l)?, l = l + 1.

7. Repeat Step 2 to 6 until z(l−1) → w(l−1)?, for all i ∈ G.

Denote t?(z) and t◦ as the minimum objectives for P1SCA(z) and P1, respectively.

The above SCA method is guaranteed to converge to a stationary point w?. Hence,

the above procedure is possible to converge to the global optimal solution w◦ of P1,

due to the fact that the global optimal solution is a stationary point. This convergence

can arise if the initial point z(0) is chosen properly, e.g., z(0) is at the vicinity of w◦.

In that case, we have z(l) → w? = w◦, and t(l)? → t?(w◦) = t◦.

3.3.2 The Optimal MMF Solution

Since P1SCA(z) is convex for given t, we can find its optimal solution through the

Lagrange dual domain. The Lagrangian associated with P1SCA(z) is given by

L(z,w,λ, µ, φ) = t+
G∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

λik

[
t
(
− 2Re{wH

i hikhHikzi}+ |zHi hik|2
)

+ σ2 +
G∑
j 6=i
|wH

j hik|2
]

+ µ(
G∑
i=1
‖wi‖2 − Ptot)− tφ (3.19)
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where λik, µ, φ are the Lagrange multipliers for the SINR constraint on SINRik in

(3.16), the total transmit power constraint (3.17), and the constraint (3.18), respec-

tively, and λ , [λT
1 , · · · ,λT

G]T with λi , [λi1, · · · , λiK ]T . The Lagrange dual problem

for P1SCA(z) is given by

DSCA(z) : max
λ,µ,φ

min
w
L(z,w,λ, µ, φ)

s.t. λ � 0, µ ≥ 0, φ ≥ 0. (3.20)

Regrouping the terms in (3.19), we have

L(z,w,λ, µ, φ) =
G∑
i=1

wH
i

µI +
G∑
j 6=i

K∑
k=1

λjkhjkhHjk

wi −
G∑
i=1

2tRe

{
wH
i

(
K∑
k=1

λikhikhHik

)
zi
}

+
G∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

λik(σ2 + t|zHi hik|2)− µPtot + t(1− φ). (3.21)

Thus, the inter minimization in DSCA(z) is equivalent to

min
w

G∑
i=1

[
wH
i Ai(λ, µ)wi − 2tRe{wH

i ai}
]

(3.22)

where

Ai(λ, µ) , µI +
G∑
j 6=i

K∑
k=1

λjkhjkhHjk, i ∈ G, (3.23)

and

ai ,
K∑
k=1

λikhikhHikzi, i ∈ G. (3.24)

By solving the optimization problem (3.22) and then the dual problem DSCA(z), we

can obtain the solution for P1SCA(z). The result is stated in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. The optimal solution for P1SCA(z) is given by

w?
i (z) = t?A−1

i (λ?, µ?)
(

K∑
k=1

α?ikhik
)
, i ∈ G (3.25)
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where λ?, µ? are the optimal dual solutions for DSCA(z), t? is the minimum objective

for P1SCA(z), α?ik , λ?ik(hHikzi), k ∈ K, i ∈ G.

Proof. See Appendix A.

Notice that, in (3.25), the dependency of z is only through {α?ik} and t?, which

are functions of zi. As the SCA method iteratively update z, the {w?
i (z)} is updated

accordingly, but only through λ?, µ? in Ai(λ?, µ?), α?ik and t?, while the structure

stays the same. Following this, we obtain the optimal solution for P1, which is stated

in the following theorem.

Theorem 2. The optimal solution of P1 is given by

w◦i = t◦A−1
i (λ◦, µ◦)

(
K∑
k=1

α◦ikhik
)

= A−1
i (λ◦, µ◦)Hiβ

◦
i , i ∈ G (3.26)

where β◦i , [β◦i1, · · · , β◦iK ]H , with β◦ik , t◦α◦ik, λ◦, µ◦ are the optimal dual solutions for

DSCA(w◦), t◦ is the minimum objective for P1SCA(w◦), α◦ik = λ◦ikδik, with δik , hHikw◦i .

Proof. By using the SCA method as described in Section 3.3.1, the convergence of

the iterative procedure is guaranteed, which will end in a local optimal solution.

Therefore, if an initial z(0) is at the vicinity of the global optimal solution, by using

this method, it can converge to the global optimal solution. Assuming such z(0), then

we have z → w◦, and w?
i (z) → w◦i . Meanwhile, as z → w◦, the optimal λ? and µ?

for DSCA(z) converge to λ◦ and µ◦, and the optimal t? = for P1SCA(z) converges to t◦.

Also, at the convergence, we have hHikzi → hHikw◦i = δik, so that α◦ik = λ◦ikδik.

Theorem 2 shows the optimal MMF multi-group multicast beamforming solution.

Note that the optimal solution in Theorem 2 is given in a semi-closed form, where λ◦,
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µ◦, β◦ need to be determined numerically. Moreover, from (3.26), we observe that

the optimal solution structure is a weighted MMSE filter that contains two terms:

1. The multicast beamforming group-channel direction as a weighted sum of all

channels in the group: ∑K
k=1 α

◦
ikhik, where the importance of hik in the group-

channel direction is indicated by the weight α◦ik.

2. Matrix Ai(λ, µ) in (3.23) is an interference covariance matrix consisting of the

noise and weighted sum of channel covariance matrices from the interfering

groups, where the Lagrange multiplier µ determines the weight of the noise,

and λjk is the weight of channel covariance matrix for user k in group j.

Define

A(λ, µ) , µI +
G∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

λikhikhHik. (3.27)

An alternative form of the the optimal solution w◦i in (3.26) is given in the following

corollary.

Corollary 3.1. The optimal solution w◦i has the following equivalent alternative form

w◦i = A−1(λ◦, µ◦)Hib◦i (3.28)

where λ◦, µ◦ are defined same as in Theorem 2, b◦i , [b◦i1, · · · , b◦iK ]T , with b◦ik ,

λ◦ikδik (t◦ + 1), for k ∈ K, i ∈ G, and δik is given in Theorem 2.

Proof. From Proposition 3.1, we notice that the optimal {w?
i (z)} satisfies

Ai(λ?, µ?)w?
i (z) = t?

K∑
k=1

λ?ikhikhHikzi. (3.29)
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Comparing (3.27) with (3.23), we have A(λ, µ) = Ai(λ, µ) + ∑K
k=1 λikhikhHik. By

(3.25) and (3.29), we have

A(λ?, µ?)w?
i (z) =

(
Ai(λ?, µ?) +

K∑
k=1

λ?ikhikhHik

)
w?
i (z)

= t?
K∑
k=1

λ?ikhikhHikzi +
K∑
k=1

λ?ikhikhHikw?
i (z)

=
K∑
k=1

λ?ik
(
t?hHikzi + hHikw?

i (z)
)

hik. (3.30)

When convergence of z→ w◦, w?
i (z)→ w◦i , and (3.30) becomes

A(λ◦, µ◦)w◦i =
K∑
k=1

λ◦ikδik (t◦ + 1) hik. (3.31)

Thus, we obtain the following equivalent form of (3.26)

w◦i = A−1(λ◦, µ◦)
K∑
k=1

λ◦ikδik (t◦ + 1) hik = A−1(λ◦, µ◦)
K∑
k=1

b◦ikhik

= A−1(λ◦, µ◦)Hib◦i .

3.3.3 Numerical Algorithms

Theorem 2 reveals the optimal MMF solution w◦i in a semi-closed form. To determine

w◦i , we need to obtain λ◦, µ◦ and β◦i . Directly obtaining the optimal λ◦, µ◦ and β◦i

is challenging, which reflects the NP-hard nature of the primal problem P1. Denote

λ̃
◦
, 1

µ◦ λ◦ and β̃
◦
i ,

1
µ◦ β◦i . In this section, we propose an alternative way to determine

w◦i by computing λ̃
◦ and β̃

◦
i . We develop numerical algorithms to obtain λ̃

◦ and β̃
◦
i .

Denote λ̃ik , λik/µ and β̃ik , βik/µ, k ∈ K, i ∈ G, we can rewrite w◦i in (3.26) as

w◦i = µ◦A−1
i (λ◦, µ◦)

(
K∑
k=1

t◦α◦ik
µ◦

hik
)
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=
(

Ai(λ◦, µ◦)
µ◦

)−1 ( K∑
k=1

β◦ik
µ◦

hik
)

= A−1
i (λ̃◦)Hiβ̃

◦
i , i ∈ G (3.32)

where

Ai(λ̃
◦) = I +

G∑
j 6=i

K∑
k=1

λ̃◦ikhjkhHjk (3.33)

and β̃i , [β̃i1, · · · , β̃iK ]H , λ̃ , [λ̃T

1 , · · · , λ̃
T

G]T with λ̃i , [λ̃i1, · · · , λ̃iK ]T . The vector

β̃
◦
i represents β̃i when its kth entry equals to β̃◦ik = β◦ik/µ

◦, for k ∈ K, and the matrix

λ̃
◦ represents λ̃ when its entry of row i in column k equals to λ̃◦ik = λ◦ik/µ

◦, for

k ∈ K, i ∈ G.

Note that in (3.32), there are still two undetermined parameter vectors λ̃
◦ and

β̃
◦
i . It is still difficult to obtain the optimal λ̃

◦ and β̃
◦
i . Here, we provide numerical

algorithms to compute λ̃ and β̃i.

1) Obtaining λ̃

For a given t, from the definition of β̃i, we have β̃i = tD
λ̃i

δi, where D
λ̃i

, diag(λ̃i),

δi , [δi1, · · · , δiK ]T . Thus, at optimality, by (3.32), we have

δik = hHikw◦i = thHikA−1
i (λ̃)HiDλ̃i

δi, k ∈ K, i ∈ G. (3.34)

It follows that

(
tHH

i A−1
i (λ̃)HiDλ̃i

− I
)

δi = 0. (3.35)

Hence, the optimal λ̃
◦ should satisfy the above equality. One way to satisfy (3.35) is

tHH
i A−1

i (λ̃)HiDλ̃i
= I (3.36)
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Algorithm 1 Fixed-point Iterative Method for λ̃
1: Give an value for t; Set threshold ε.

2: Set m = 0, and initialize λ̃(m)
ik ≥ 0, for k ∈ K, i ∈ G.

3: repeat

4: Compute Ai(λ̃
(m)) = I +∑G

j 6=i
∑K
k=1 λ̃

(m)
ik hikhHik, for i ∈ G.

5: For k ∈ K, i ∈ G, compute

λ̃
(m+1)
ik = 1

thHik(Ai(λ̃
(m)))−1hik

≥ 0. (3.39)

6: Set m = m+ 1.

7: until maxi,k |λ̃(m)
ik − λ̃

(m−1)
ik | ≤ ε

This means that

{
tλ̃ikhHikA−1

i (λ̃)hik = 1, k ∈ K,
tλ̃ikhHikA−1

i (λ̃)him = 0, m 6= k,m ∈ K.
(3.37)

Since there typically are more equations than variables in (3.37) to solve, the above

conditions may not be satisfied for all i ∈ G. Here, we propose to obtain λ̃ by only

solving the first equation in (3.37), i.e.,

tλ̃ikhHikA−1
i (λ̃)hik = 1, k ∈ K, i ∈ G. (3.38)

To solve the above equation, we can use the fixed-point iterative method [79]. The

algorithm for obtaining λ̃ is summarized in Algorithm 1.

2) Obtaining β̃

For given t, and λ̃ obtained by Algorithm 1, substituting (3.32) to P1, we transform

P1 into the following weight optimization problem

P2 : min
{β̃i},t

t
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s.t. |β̃H

i HH
i A−1

i (λ̃)hik|2∑G
j 6=i |β̃

H

j HH
j A−1

j (λ̃)hik|2 + σ2
≥ 1
t
, k ∈ K, i ∈ G, (3.40)

G∑
i=1
‖β̃H

i HH
i A−1

i (λ̃)‖2 ≤ Ptot,

t > 0. (3.41)

Note that problem P2 is still non-convex and NP-hard. However, it has total GK

weight variables in {β̃i}, as compared with P1 which has GM variables in {wi}, with

the same number of constraints. To solve P2, we consider an SCA-based method in

the following.

Denote gijk , HH
j A−1

j (λ̃)hik, k ∈ K, i, j ∈ G, when constraint (3.41) holds,

constraint (3.40) is equivalent to

tβ̃
H

i giikgHiikβ̃i ≥
G∑
j 6=i
|β̃H

j gijk|2 + σ2. (3.42)

Since giikgHiik � 0, for an auxiliary K × 1 vector ui, using (3.5), we have the following

approximation:

β̃
H

i giikgHiikβ̃i ≥
(

2Re{β̃H

i giikgHiikui} − |uHi giik|2
)
, (3.43)

with equality if and only if β̃i = ui. For any given u , [uH1 , · · · ,uHG ]H , we consider

the following optimization

P2SCA(u) : min
{β̃i},t

t

s.t. t
(

2Re{β̃H

i giikgHiikui} − |uHi giik|2
)
≥

G∑
j 6=i
|gHijkβ̃j|2 + σ2,

k ∈ K, i ∈ G, (3.44)
G∑
i=1
‖β̃H

i HH
i A−1

i (λ̃)‖2 ≤ Ptot, t > 0.
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Note that P2SCA(u) is not jointly convex w.r.t. {β̃i} and t, however, for a fixed t,

P2SCA(u) is convex w.r.t. {β̃i}. Similar to the analysis on P1 and P1SCA(z) as described

in Section 3.3.1, for any given u, the solution for P2SCA(u) is feasible for P2, and when

the equality in (3.43) holds, the solution for P2SCA(u) is the same as that for P2.

Hence, iteratively solving P2SCA(u), and updating u with the optimal solution for

P2SCA(u), couple with bi-section search on t leads to local optimal {β̃i} for P2. Note

that in each bi-section search on t, λ̃ needs to be computed by Algorithm 1 before

solving P2SCA(u).

We now propose to solve P2 via P2SCA(u) using a two-layer SCA-based iterative

approach:

1. Inner iteration: For a fixed t, obtain λ̃ by Algorithm 1. For a fixed u(m), solve

problem P2SCA(u(m)). We use bi-section search over t and a feasibility test to

solve P2SCA(u) and obtain {β̃(m)?
i , t(m)?}.

2. Outer iteration: Update u(m+1)
i = β̃

(m)?
i , i ∈ G. Set m = m+ 1.

The OptMMF SCA-based algorithm to solve P2 based on the above approach is

summarized in Algorithm 2.

3.4 Solving MMF via QoS Solution

In multi-group multicast beamforming design, it is known that the MMF and QoS

problems are inverse problems [9]. Therefore, an alternative approach to obtain the

optimal solution for the MMF problem is to solve the QoS problem iteratively, instead

of directly solving P0 as described in Section 3.2. In this section, we propose an
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Algorithm 2 The OptMMF-SCA Algorithm
1: Set threshold ε.

2: Set m = 0.

3: Initialization u(0): Set t such that P2 is feasible; Given t, obtain λ̃
(0)

by Algorithm 1; Update Ai(λ̃
(0)), for i ∈ G; Find u(0) such that∑G

i=1 ‖A−1
i (λ̃(0))Hiu(0)

i ‖2 ≤ Ptot.

4: repeat

5: Set t(m)
high such that P2SCA(u(m)) is feasible and t

(m)
low such that P2SCA(u(m)) is

infeasible.

6: repeat

7: Set t(m) = t
(m)
high+t(m)

low
2 .

8: For t(m), obtain λ̃
(m) by using Algorithm 1, and update Ai(λ̃

(m)), for i ∈ G.

9: Solve P2SCA(u(m)), obtain the solution {β̃(m)
i }.

10: if P2SCA(u(m)) feasible then

11: t
(m)
high = t(m).

12: else

13: t
(m)
low = t(m).

14: end if

15: until t
(m)
high−t

(m)
low

t(m) ≤ ε

16: u(m+1)
i = β̃

(m)
i , for i ∈ G.

17: Set m = m+ 1.

18: until maxi ‖ũ
(m)
i −u(m)

i ‖
‖ũ(m)

i ‖
≤ ε.

19: Compute wi by substituting Ai(λ̃
(m)) and β̃

(m)
i into (3.32), for all i ∈ G.

iterative method using the QoS solution to solve the MMF problem. We name it the

QoS2MMF method.
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3.4.1 The Inverse Relation between QoS and MMF

Consider the weighted MMF problem given by

F0 : max
w

min
i∈G,k∈K

SINRik

γik

s.t.
G∑
i

‖wi‖2 ≤ P

where P is the transmit power budget. The above problem can be transformed into

the following equivalent problem

F1 : max
w,t

t

s.t. SINRik ≥ tγik, k ∈ K, i ∈ G (3.45)
G∑
i

‖wi‖2 ≤ P. (3.46)

It has been shown that F1 and Q0 are inverse problems [9]. In particular, we

parameterize the weighted MMF problem F1 as F1(γ, P ), for a given total trans-

mit power budget P , and an SINR target matrix γ , [γT
1 , · · · ,γT

G]T , with γi ,

[γi1, · · · , γiK ]T , and the optimal objective value t = F1(γ, P ). Similarly, we parame-

terize the QoS problem Q0 as Q0(γ), with optimal objective value P = Q0(γ). The

inverse relation of Q0 and F1 is stated below

t = F1 (γ,Q0 (tγ)) , (3.47)

P = Q0(F1(γ, P )γ). (3.48)

From this inverse relation, we obverse that the solution for F1 can be obtained

by solving Q0 iteratively along with a bi-section search on t until the transmit power

is equal to P . Thus, the solutions of the MMF and QoS problems will have a same
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structure, which explains the similarity of (3.10) in Theorem 1 and the equivalent

form (3.28) in Corollary 3.1.

By using the optimal solution (3.10) in Theorem 1 to solve Q0 and then F1, we

can obtain the optimal solution for P1, which is a special case of F1 when γik = 1, for

k ∈ K, i ∈ G.

3.4.2 The QoS2MMF Method

Denote 1 as the matrix with all elements equal to 1. Given the total transmit power

budget Ptot, we notice that P1 is equivalent to F1(1, Ptot), which has the following

inverse relation with Q0

t◦ = F1 (1,Q0 (t◦1)) , (3.49)

Ptot = Q0(F1(1, Ptot)1). (3.50)

where t◦ is the optimal objective value for F1(1, Ptot). Based on this inverse relation, to

obtain the solution for P1, we propose to solve Q0(t1) iteratively, using the structure

of (3.10) in Theorem 1, couple with a bi-section search on t. The main steps for

this QoS2MMF iterative method is summarized as follows. By the definition of total

transmit power P ,
∑G
i=1 ‖wi‖2, we parameterize P as P (w).

1. Set the upper bound thigh and lower bound tlow of the SINR target for the QoS

problem Q0(t1).

2. Set t = thigh+tlow
2 .

3. Solve Q0(t1) and obtain the solution w(t).
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4. Update thigh = t if P (w(t)) > Ptot, or tlow = t, otherwise.

5. Repeat Step 2 to 4 until thigh → tlow.

Note that if P (w(t)) > Ptot, w(t) is not feasible to F1(1, Ptot), based on the power

constraint (3.46). Thus, we ensure that w(tlow) is always feasible to F1(1, Ptot) and

w(thigh) is always infeasible to F1(1, Ptot) by the updating in Step 4. In determining

the solution wi for the QoS problem Q0, the two unknown parameter vectors λ and αi

need to be determined numerically. The numerical algorithms are developed in [18],

using both SDR and SCA-based methods to determine αi for wi in (3.10). Here, we

will only use the SCA-based method to obtain the beamforming vector.

Only if numerical solution for the QoS problem Q0(t1) may not be optimal, then

the solution for the MMF problem P1 obtained by above iterative method may not be

optimal as well. Denote the optimal and non-optimal solutions for Q0(t1) as wOpt(t)

and wNOpt(t), respectively. Since Q0(t1) is a minimization problem, we have

P
(
wOpt(t)

)
< P

(
wNOpt(t)

)
. (3.51)

When t = t◦, from (3.51) we have

P
(
wOpt(t◦)

)
= Ptot < P

(
wNOpt(t◦)

)
. (3.52)

If we can obtain the optimal solution wOpt(t◦) by solving Q0(t◦1), thigh and tlow in the

QoS2MMF method is promised to converge to t◦, and we have tcon = thigh+tlow
2 =

t◦. Therefore, wo(tcon) is also the optimal solution for F(1, Ptot), and we have

P
(
wOpt(tcon)

)
= Ptot. On the contrary, if non-optimal solution wNOpt(t◦) is obtained

by solving Q0(t◦1), from (3.52), thigh = t◦ in Step 4 in the QoS2MMF method. This
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means that at convergence of thigh → tlow, tcon = thigh+tlow
2 ≤ t◦ is a smaller objective

value for F1(1, Ptot). Thus, wNOpt(tcon) is not the optimal solution for F1(1, Ptot).

Moreover, at convergence,

P
(
wNOpt(tcon)

)
≤ Ptot, (3.53)

and the equality may not hold. In that case, to ensure the total transmit power budget

Ptot is fully used, we can scale wNOpt(tcon) with the ratio c =
√
Ptot / P (wNOpt(tcon)),

i.e., wNOpt(tcon) = cwNOpt(tcon). By doing so, we can also improve the overall SINR.

As c ≥ 1 based on (3.53), the scaled version beamforming vector has

|cwNOpt
i (tcon)Hhik|2∑G

j 6=i |cw
NOpt
j (tcon)Hhik|2 + σ2

= c2|wNOpt
i (tcon)Hhik|2

c2∑G
j 6=i |w

NOpt
j (tcon)Hhik|2 + σ2

= |wNOpt
i (tcon)Hhik|2∑G

j 6=i |w
NOpt
j (tcon)Hhik|2 + σ2

c2

≥ |wNOpt
i (tcon)Hhik|2∑G

j 6=i |w
NOpt
j (tcon)Hhik|2 + σ2

. (3.54)

The inequality in above formula is due to σ2

c2 ≤ σ2.

Combining the QoS2MMF method with the analysis above, the ultimate algo-

rithm for obtaining the solution of the MMF problem P1 (i.e., F1(1, Ptot)) is summa-

rized in Algorithm 3.

3.5 Simulation Results

For simulation purpose, we set the default system setup as G = 3 multicasting groups,

with K = 5 users each group, and the normalized total transmit power budget as

Ptot/σ
2 = 10 dB, and σ2 = 1. For comparison, we consider to solve P1 directly by

using the SDR method, namely direct SDR. We obtain the upper bound from the
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Algorithm 3 The QoS2MMF-SCA Algorithm
1: Set threshold ε.

2: Set the upper bound thigh and lower bound tlow of the SINR target for the QoS

problem Q0(t1).

3: repeat

4: Set t = thigh+tlow
2 .

5: Solve Q0(t1) by using the the OptBFwSCA method stated in [18], obtain the

solution w(t).

6: if P (w(t)) ≤ Ptot then

7: tlow = t;

8: else

9: thigh = t.

10: end if

11: until thigh−tlow
t

≤ ε.

12: if P (w(t)) < Ptot then

13: c =
√

Ptot
P (w(t)) .

14: w◦ = cw(t), for i ∈ G.

15: end if

relaxed problem in the direct SDR method, which serves as the upper bound of all

algorithms and treat it as a benchmark. We consider the following different system

setups, and the simulation results are presented below.

3.5.1 Identically Distributed Channels

In this section, we present the simulation results for identically distributed channels,

i.e., channel vectors are generated as i.i.d. Gaussian vectors with hik ∼ CN (0, I), for

i ∈ G, k ∈ K.
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Figure 3.1: The convergence of λ̃ by using Algorithm 1 (M = 50).

The Performance of the OptMMF-SCA Method

Before we present the performance of our proposed OptMMF-SCA method (Algo-

rithm 2), we first show the convergence behaviour of λ̃ by using Algorithm 1 for

M = 50 and M = 200 in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2, respectively. We observe that de-

spite the convergence for both cases, as M becomes large, it takes more iterations

for λ̃ to converge. For the converged values of λ̃, we notice that as M increases, the

distribution range of {λ̃ik} narrows down.

Fig. 3.3 shows the minimum SINR versus the number of antennas M under the

proposed OptMMF-SCA method and the direct SDR method. The performance of

both considered methods are very close to the upper bound, which is obtained from

the direct SDR method. The performance of OptMMF-SCA method reaches the
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Figure 3.2: The convergence of λ̃ by using Algorithm 1 (M = 200).

upper bound when M ≥ 40, while it suffers a small loss (∼ 0.6 dB) when M = 16,

but the performance gap decreases to negligible as M increases. On one hand, it

reflects that our numerical algorithms are suboptimal when antenna size is not large;

on the other hand, it verifies the optimality of our Theorem 2 in simulation wise.

Although the OptMMF-SCA method suffers small performance loss (∼ 0.2 dB) from

the direct SDR method when M = 16, it outperforms the direct SDR method when

M ≥ 30, with roughly constant performance gain at about 0.2 dB.

The average computation time is shown in Table 3.1. We see the computation

time of both methods increase as M increases, while the increasing rate of direct

SDR is much higher than our proposed OptMMF-SCA method. When M = 30, the

computation time of our proposed OptMMF-SCA method is higher than the direct
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Figure 3.3: Minimum SINR vs. M (G = 3, K = 5).

SDR method, but it becomes smaller than direct SDR as M raises. When M is

significantly large, both methods become impractical.

Table 3.1: Average Computation Time (s) Comparison (K = 5).
M 30 50 100 200

OptMMF-SCA 51.76 78.5 161.0 438.14

Direct SDR 29.37 91.81 639.24 5573

Fig. 3.4 shows the minimum SINR versus the number of users per group K. We

set M = 50, 100 and 200. The OptMMF-SCA method consistently performs well

for all values of K. The performance gap from OptMMF-SCA method to the upper

bound is around 0.1 dB when K = 10, M = 50, and decrease to insignificant for

other configurations. For the direct SDR method, on the other side, the performance
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Figure 3.4: Minimum SINR vs. K (G = 3, M = 50, 100, 200).

is close to the upper bound when K is small, but the gap starts to increase as K

increases (K ≥ 5), for all considered values of M . This is because the performance

of the SDR approach deteriorates as the number of constraints in the optimization

problem becomes large.

The average computation time for different K when M = 100 is shown in Ta-

ble 3.2. We notice that the direct SDR method and the OptMMF-SCA method both

have relatively high computational complexity, and both increase as K increases. The

OptMMF-SCA method, however, is much less time consuming compares to the direct

SDR method for all different K, and the increasing rate is significant less than the

direct SDR method.
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Table 3.2: Average Computation Time (s) Comparison (M = 100).
K 3 5 7 10

OptMMF-SCA 115.41 155.55 187.46 272.86

Direct SDR 457.39 765.98 1018 1359

The Performance of the QoS2MMF-SCA Method

We present the performance of our proposed QoS2MMF-SCA method in the following.

For comparison, we include the direct SDR method.

Fig. 3.5 shows the minimum SINR versus the number of antennas under both

considered methods. The performance of our proposed QoS2MMF-SCA method is

very close to the upper bound, with unnoticeable performance gap when M ≥ 30.

This verifies in simulation wise that the (optimal) multicast beamforming solution of

the MMF problem can be attained by solving the QoS problem iteratively, using the

optimal solution structure (3.10), despite of the small performance loss when M is

not big enough. Nevertheless the QoS2MMF-SCA method suffer small performance

loss (∼ 0.2 dB) from the direct SDR method when M = 16, it outperforms the direct

SDR method when M ≥ 30, with roughly constant performance gain at about 0.2

dB.

Table 3.3 shows the average computation time for the QoS2MMF-SCA method.

It shows that the QoS2MMF-SCA method has relatively small computational com-

plexity that is roughly constant unaffected by the antenna size M , while providing

near-optimal performance as shown in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Minimum SINR vs. M (G = 3, K = 5).

Table 3.3: Average Computation Time (s) Comparison (K = 5).
M 30 50 100 200

QoS2MMF-SCA 47.69 44.01 42.50 52.64

OptMMF-SCA 51.76 78.5 161.0 438.14

Direct SDR 29.37 91.81 639.24 5573

Fig. 3.6 shows the minimum SINR versus the number of users per group K for

M = 50, 100 and 200. The performance of our proposed QoS2MMF-SCA method

is consistently good. The average computation time for different values of K when

M = 100 is shown in Table 3.4. We can see the computation time of the QoS2MMF-

SCA method increases with the growth of K, it is fairly small when K = 3, but

increases sharply afterwards and becomes not practical. However, it is more efficient

than the OptMMF-SCA and direct SDR methods.
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Figure 3.6: Minimum SINR vs. K (G = 3, M = 50, 100, 200).

Table 3.4: Average Computation Time (s) Comparison (M = 100).
K 3 5 7 10

QoS2MMF-SCA 18.23 58.91 91.62 226.88

OptMMF-SCA 115.41 155.55 187.46 272.86

Direct SDR 457.39 765.98 1018 1359

3.5.2 Channels with Different Path Losses

In this section, we present the simulation results for channels with different path losses,

i.e., channel vectors are generated as i.i.d. Gaussian vectors with hik ∼ CN (0, σ2
ikI),

for i ∈ G, k ∈ K, where σ2
ik is the channel variance for user k in group i given by

σ2
ik = K0d

−n
ik (3.55)
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in which K0 is the path loss constant, dik is the distance between user k in group i

and the BS, and n is the path loss exponent, which we set as n = 3.

Perfect CSI

In this section, we present the simulation results assuming that the CSI is perfectly

known at the BS.

Fig. 3.7 shows the minimum SINR versus the number of antennasM . We plot the

performance of our proposed two methods (OptMMF-SCA, QoS2MMF-SCA), and the

direct SDR method as comparison. The upper bound obtained from the direct SDR

method is also plotted as a benchmark. While all three considered methods perform

well and are very close to the upper bound, the performance of the direct SDR method

is on top of the upper bound for all M . On the other side, the performance of the

OptMMF-SCA method and the QoS2MMF-SCA method are on top of each other and

reach the upper bound when M ≥ 40. Though we see a slightly bigger performance

gap (∼ 0.7 dB) between the OptMMF-SCA method and the upper bound when

M = 16, compare to that (∼ 0.6 dB) in the normalized channel setup in Section 3.5.1.

The average computation time for different methods are shown in Table 3.5. We

have similar observation for all considered methods as in the normalized channel

scenario that described in Section 3.5.1. It means that our proposed two methods

have relatively lower computational complexity than the direct SDR method for most

cases.
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Figure 3.7: Minimum SINR vs. M (G = 3, K = 5).

Table 3.5: Average Computation Time (s) Comparison (K = 5).
M 16 30 50 100 200

OptMMF-SCA 55.06 46.15 87.05 210.0 811.7

QoS2MMF-SCA 42.51 30.34 27.38 31.46 53.98

Direct SDR 11.45 37.71 162.5 1158 9924

For the performance comparison for different numbers of users per group, it is

shown in Fig. 3.8. We set M = 50, 100 and 200. The OptMMF-SCA and QoS2MMF-

SCA methods consistently perform well in all values of K for all considered values

of M . The performance gap to the upper bound is around 0.3 dB for M = 50,

K = 10, and it reduces to be negligible for other configurations. For direct SDR,

the performance is close to the upper bound when K is small, but the gap starts

to increase as K increases (K > 5). The computation time is shown in Table 3.6.
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Figure 3.8: Minimum SINR vs. K (G = 3, M = 50, 100, 200).

The computation time for all considered methods grows with K. Specifically, the

increasing rates of our proposed two methods are smaller than that of the direct SDR

method. In addition, our proposed two methods have relatively lower computation

time than the direct SDR method for all values of K.

Table 3.6: Average Computation Time (s) Comparison (M = 100).
K 3 5 7 10

OptMMF-SCA 177.6 222.5 344.9 379.9

QoS2MMF-SCA 18.58 33.26 60.59 130.7

Direct SDR 751.7 1155 1671 2194

Imperfect CSI

In reality, the BS is not able to obtain the CSI perfectly. With imperfect CSI, the

performance of different beamforming methods might be affected. In this section, we
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present the simulation results assuming that the CSI is not fully known by the BS,

i.e., the BS only has knowledge of the channel information with estimation error.

Specifically, we assume that the channel estimation error and the channel is Gaussian

independent. From (3.55), we can parameterize the channel variance as a function of

the distance between the BS and the user, i.e., σ2(dik). Thus, we can represent the

channel model as hik ∼ CN (0, σ2(dik)I) equivalently. For given reference distance d◦,

now we can write the estimated channel model as

ĥik = hik + h̃ik, k ∈ K, i ∈ G (3.56)

where h̃ik ∼ CN (0, εHσ2(d◦)I) is the channel estimation error, and εH is the level of

estimation error, with εH = E[‖h̃ik‖2] / E[‖hik‖2] at reference distance d◦. In that

case, the distant users (compare with reference distance) will have more inaccurate

channel estimation than the nearby users, which is similar to the performance of the

pilot-based channel estimation. By default, we set the reference distance d◦ = r,

where r is the cell radius.

Figs. 3.9 - 3.11 show the minimum SINR of our proposed methods and the

direct SDR method for εH equals to 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4, respectively. As we can see,

the performance of all considered methods descend as εH increases. While all three

methods’ performance is very close, and our proposed two methods are consistently

on top of each other. We notice a performance gap exists between our proposed

methods and the direct SDR method when M = 16 for all considered values of εH .

This reflects the sub-optimality of our proposed methods, especially when the number

of antenna is not large enough. For the convenience of comparison, we also plot the
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performance of all considered methods for different values of εH in Fig. 3.12. Note

that when εH = 0, it means perfect CSI, i.e., ĥik = hik, for k ∈ K, i ∈ G. From

Fig. 3.12, we find the performance gaps for different M between every two considered

values of εH are roughly constant. The performance desegregates the most when εH

changes from 0 to 0.1, which is about 2 dB; the desegregates becomes milder when

εH increases from 0.1 to 0.2, with around 1 dB’s performance loss; as εH raises from

0.2 to 0.4, the performance gap is around 1.5 dB.
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Figure 3.9: Minimum SINR vs. M (G = 3, K = 5) when εH = 0.1.
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Figure 3.10: Minimum SINR vs. M (G = 3, K = 5) when εH = 0.2.
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Figure 3.11: Minimum SINR vs. M (G = 3, K = 5) when εH = 0.4.
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Figure 3.12: Minimum SINR vs. M (G = 3, K = 5) when εH = 0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we considered the MMF problem for multi-group multicast beam-

forming. By using the SCA method and Lagrangian duality, we derived the optimal

beamforming solution structure for the MMF problem. We showed that the optimal

beamforming solution has a weighted MMSE filter structure that contains two terms:

the group-channel direction vector and the weighted sum of interfering channel co-

variance matrices. Directly applying the optimal beamforming solution structure to

solve the MMF problem, we proposed the OptMMF method to determine the beam-

forming vectors. This method is based on fix-point iterative method and the SCA

method. Based on the inverse relation of the QoS problem and the MMF problem, we

also proposed an iterative method. That is to obtain the multicast beamforming vec-
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tors for the MMF problem by solving the QoS problem iteratively, using the optimal

QoS multicast beamforming solution structure. Simulation showed that our proposed

two methods achieves near-optimal performance, and the computational complexity

is significantly lower than the direct SDR method as M increases.



Chapter 4

Efficient MMF Multicast
Beamforming Design for Massive
MIMO

In the previous chapter, we focus on developing the optimal MMF multicasting beam-

forming solution and the algorithms. With the computational complexity becoming a

main concern for multicast beamforming in a massive MIMO system, in this chapter,

we will propose an efficient multicast beamforming design for massive MIMO systems

based on the optimal solution structure obtained in the previous chapter.

4.1 System Model

Consider a single-cell massive MIMO system where the BS equipped with M �

1 antennas serves G multicasting groups. Each group desires one message that is

independent to other groups. We assume K users in each group, each is equipped

with a single antenna. Denote by K , {1, · · · , K} and G , {1, · · · , G} the set of all

users in each group and the set of all groups, respectively.

The M × 1 channel vector between BS and user k in group i is denoted as hik,

for all k ∈ K, i ∈ G. We use wi to represent the M × 1 beamforming vector for group
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i, for i ∈ G. The signal received by user k in group i is given by

rik = wH
i hiksi +

G∑
j 6=i

wH
j hiksi + nik, k ∈ K, i ∈ G (4.1)

where si is the symbol intended for group i with E[|si|2] = 1, and nik accounts for

the additive white Gaussian noise for user k in group i with nik ∼ CN (0, σ2), for

k ∈ K, i ∈ G. The desired signal and the inter-group interference from all other

groups are involved in the first and second terms in (4.1), respectively. The total

transmit power budget of BS is denoted by Ptot. Thus, we have ∑G
i=1 ‖wi‖2 ≤ Ptot.

The SINR for user k in group i is given by

SINRik = |wH
i hik|2∑G

j 6=i |wH
j hik|2 + σ2 , k ∈ K, i ∈ G. (4.2)

We consider the MMF problem for multicast beamforming, i.e., optimizing the beam-

forming vectors {wi} to maximize the minimum SINR among all users, subject to the

transmit power constraint. This optimization problem is given by

P0 : max
{wi}

min
i∈G,k∈K

|wH
i hik|2∑G

j 6=i |wH
j hik|2 + σ2

s.t.
G∑
i=1
‖wi‖2 ≤ Ptot. (4.3)

4.2 Low-Complexity MMF Beamforming Design

We have obtained the optimal multicast beamforming solution as shown in Theorem 2

in Chapter 3, and have proposed Algorithm 2 to compute the optimal wi. However,

the main challenge is to compute Ai(λ̃) in (3.33), which requires λ̃. Moreover, λ̃

depends on t, in each bi-section search iteration of t, λ̃ need to be computed before

updating Ai(λ̃). Besides, due to the uncertainty of λ̃ and Ai(λ̃), it is difficult to
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find a good initial point of u, thigh, tlow in Algorithm 2. Overall, the algorithm’s

computational complexity is relatively high. In the following, we propose a low-

complexity multicast beamforming solution for the MMF problem in massive MIMO

systems, based on the optimal beamforming structure (3.32), we name it the LC-

OptMMF method.

In the structure of optimal beamforming solution in (3.32), the matrix Ai(λ̃) is

the normalized noise and weighted sum of channel covariance matrices of all users in

the interfering groups for group i, where λ̃jk is the weight of each user’s covariance

matrix hjkhHjk relatively to others. Based on our simulation results Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2

as shown in Section 3.5.1, we observe that the difference between the maximum and

minimum values of {λ̃ik} tends to shrink as the number of antennasM increases. The

distribution ranges of {λ̃ik} forM = 50 andM = 200 are 0.73 ∼ 1.25 and 0.74 ∼ 0.92.

As M becomes large, it is reasonable to predict that the values of {λ̃ik} will become

similar.

For transmitter multicast beamforming with total power budget Ptot, we may

consider equal power allocation for each user, i.e.,

Pik = Ptot

GK
, k ∈ K, i ∈ G, (4.4)

where Pik represents the power budget for user k in group i. Equal power allocation

has been adopted as a common resource allocation scheme in many wireless radio

access systems. Equal power allocation assumption can be reasonable for massive

MIMO systems. With a large number of antennas equipped in the BS, noise, fad-

ing and hardware defects average out when signals from these antennas combined
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in the air [3]. Thus, differently located users will asymptotically have similar chan-

nel characteristics. Besides, channel responses for different users tend to be close to

orthogonal in massive MIMO systems [3], resulting in co-channel interference cancel-

lation. Therefore, power assigned to these users tends to be similar, meaning equal

power allocation. Now, we propose to set the weight λ̃ik as normalized equal power,

i.e.,

λ̃ik = Pik
σ2 = Ptot

GK

1
σ2 , k ∈ K, i ∈ G. (4.5)

By doing so, Ai(λ̃) in (3.33) becomes

Ai = Ptot

GK

1
σ2

G∑
j 6=i

K∑
k=1

hjkhHjk + I, i ∈ G. (4.6)

Using the same optimal beamforming solution structure in (3.32), we have

wLC
i = A−1

i Hiβi, i ∈ G (4.7)

where βi is the weight vector that needs to be determined later.

By the proposed method to compute Ai for the low-complexity beamforming

vector (4.7), we can easily determine a good initial point when using the SCA iterative

method to solve the weight {βi}, which will be discussed below. Furthermore, the

iteration of computing λ̃ in line 8 of Algorithm 2 will not be necessary.

Substituting (4.7) into P0, we have

P1 : max
{βi}

min
i∈G,k∈K

|βH
i HH

i A−1
i hik|2∑G

j 6=i |βH
j HH

j A−1
j hik|2 + σ2

s.t.
G∑
i

‖βH
i HH

i A−1
i ‖2 ≤ Ptot.
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Define Gi , HH
i A−1

i , for i ∈ G, and Bjik , GjhikhHikGH
j , for k ∈ K, i, j ∈ G, we can

transform P1 into the following equivalent optimization problem

P2 : min
{βi},t

t

s.t. βH
i Biikβi∑G

j 6=i β
H
j Bjikβj + σ2

≥ 1
t
, k ∈ K, i ∈ G, (4.8)

G∑
i

‖βH
i Gi‖2 ≤ Ptot,

t > 0. (4.9)

To solve P2, we consider two methods as follows.

4.2.1 The SDR Method

We first solve P2 using the SDR method, it is named as the LC-OptMMF-SDR

method. Define Xi , βiβ
H
i , for i ∈ G, and drop the rank-1 constraint, we relax

P2 to the following problem

P2SDR : min
{Xi},t

t

s.t. (t+ 1)tr [BiikXi]−
G∑
j=1

tr [BjikXj] ≥ σ2, k ∈ K, i ∈ G (4.10)

G∑
i=1

tr
[
GiGH

i Xi

]
≤ Ptot,

Xi � 0, i ∈ G,

t > 0.

For fixed t, P2SDR is an semidefinite programming (SDP) feasibility problem for {Xi}.

For joint optimization of t and {Xi}, we apply a bi-section search over t, along with

a feasibility test for {Xi} with given t to find the optimal solution for {Xi}.
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To recover the solution βi from the optimal solution X?
i for P2SDR, if rank(X?

i ) = 1,

X?
i = β?

iβ
?H
i . Otherwise, the Gaussian randomization method [80] is applied to obtain

suboptimal βi as follows: Denote G̃ , {i : rank(Xi) 6= 1, i ∈ G}.

(1) Generate L independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random vector β
(l)
i ∼

CN (0,Xi), for l = 1, . . . , L, i ∈ G̃.

(2) Compute w(l)
i by (4.7), for l = 1, . . . , L, i ∈ G̃; Compute power Pi = tr[GiGH

i Xi],

for i ∈ G̃.

(3) Compute scalar ηil ,
√
Pi/‖w(l)

i ‖, for l = 1, . . . , L, i ∈ G̃. Normalize each β
(l)
i

with scalar ηil: β
(l)
i = ηilβ

(l)
i , for l = 1, . . . , L, i ∈ G̃.

(4) Select l? = arg maxl mini,k SINRik({β(l)
i }), then obtain β?

i = β
(l?)
i , for i ∈ G̃;

Compute w?
i using β?

i by (4.7).

The LC-OptMMF-SDR method is summarized in Algorithm 4.

4.2.2 The SCA-Based Method

We propose an SCA-based method, called the LC-OptMMF-SCA method, to solve

P2. With constraint (4.9) holds, we can write the equivalent form of constraint (4.8)

as

tβH
i Biikβi ≥

G∑
j 6=i

βH
j Bjikβj + σ2. (4.12)

Since Biik � 0, for arbitrary K × 1 vector ui, we have the following approximation

based on (3.5)

βH
i Biikβi ≥ 2Re{βH

i Biiku} − uHi Biikui (4.13)
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Algorithm 4 The LC-OptMMF-SDR Algorithm
1: Set threshold ε.

2: Find initial thigh > 0 such that P2SDR is feasible and tlow > 0 such that P2SDR is

infeasible.

3: repeat

4: t = (thigh + tlow)/2;

5: Solve

Find {X?
i }

s.t. (t+ 1)tr [BiikX?
i ]−

G∑
j=1

tr
[
BjikX?

j

]
≥ σ2, k ∈ K, i ∈ G, (4.11)

G∑
i=1

tr[GiGH
i X?

i ] ≤ Ptot,

X?
i � 0, i ∈ G.

6: if {X?
i } is feasible then

7: thigh = t;

8: else

9: tlow = t.

10: end if

11: until thigh−tlow
t

≤ ε.

12: for i = 1→ G do

13: if X?
i is rank-1 then

14: Extract βi from X?
i = β?

iβ
?H
i .

15: else

16: Apply Gaussian randomization method to recover β?
i .

17: end if

18: end for

19: Compute w?
i by substituting β?

i into (4.7) for i ∈ G.

with equality if and only if βi = ui.

For given u , [uH1 , · · · ,uHG ]H , we consider the following approximation problem
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for P2

P2SCA(u) : min
u,t

t

s.t. t
(
2Re{βH

i Biikui} − uHi Biikui
)
≥

G∑
j 6=i

βH
j Bjikβj + σ2,

k ∈ K, i ∈ G, (4.14)
G∑
i=1
‖GH

i βi‖2 ≤ Ptot,

t > 0.

Based on (4.13), if {βi} is feasible for P2SCA(u), then it is feasible for P2. Furthermore,

as the SCA method iteratively updating u, when ui → βi, by (4.13), the constraint

(4.14) in P2SCA(u) is the same as (4.8) in P2. Thus the optimal solution of P2 can be

obtained by iteratively solving P2SCA(u).

To determine {βi}, we can apply feasibility test for P2SCA(u) along with a bi-

section search over t. Note that the initial u(0) can be assigned as {β?
i } from Algo-

rithm 4, which provides a good starting point that is at the vicinity of the optimal

solution. By doing so, the convergence to the optimal solution is guaranteed, and

the computational complexity is reduced as the outer layer iteration descends. The

algorithm of the LC-OptMMF-SCA method is summarized in Algorithm 5

4.3 Simulation Results

We set the default system setup as G = 3 multicasting groups, with K = 5 users each

group, and the normalized total transmit power budget as Ptot/σ
2 = 10 dB, with

σ2 = 1.
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Algorithm 5 The LC-OptMMF-SCA Algorithm
1: Set threshold ε.

2: Find an initial feasible set of {u(0)
i } satisfying the power constraint∑G

i=1 ‖GH
i ui‖2 ≤ Ptot.

3: Set l = 0.

4: repeat

5: Find initial thigh > 0 and tlow > 0 such that P2SCA(u) is feasible for t = thigh

and infeasible for t = tlow.

6: repeat

7: t = (thigh + tlow)/2;

8: Given {u(l)
i } and t, solve P2SCA(u).

9: if P2SCA(u) is feasible then

10: thigh = t;

11: else

12: tlow = t.

13: end if

14: until thigh−tlow
t

≤ ε.

15: For the obtained solution {β(l)?
i }, set u(l+1)

i = β
(l)?
i , for i ∈ G.

16: Set l = l + 1.

17: until Convergence: maxi ‖u
(l)
i −u(l−1)

i ‖2

‖u(l)
i ‖2 ≤ ε.

18: Compute wi by substituting β
(l)?
i into (4.7), for i ∈ G.

4.3.1 Identically Distributed Channels

We first present the simulation results for identically distributed channels, i.e., channel

vectors are generated as i.i.d. Gaussian vectors with hik ∼ CN (0, I), for i ∈ G, k ∈ K.

For comparison, we consider two recently proposed low-complexity methods, in-

cluding the weighted MRT method from [19], and the BDZF method from [16]. Note

that the weighted MRT method was developed for the multi-cell multicast beamform-
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ing scenario. We also consider to solve P1 directly using the SDR method, which is

called as the direct SDR method, and the upper bound obtained from it as a bench-

mark.

Fig. 4.1 shows the minimum SINR versus the number of antennasM when G = 1

and 2 under our proposed two methods (LC-OptMMF-SCA and LC-Opt-SDR), the

weighted MRT method, and the BDZF method. As we can see, when G = 1, all

considered methods perform well and are on top of each other. When G = 2, our

proposed methods and the BDZF method consistently perform well, however, the

weighted MRT method has big performance gap with our proposed methods that is

about 3 dB when M ≤ 50 and about 2.5 dB when M ≥ 100. Since the weighted

MRT method does not perform well in multi-group multicast beamforming scenario,

we will only consider the BDZF method and the direct SDR method as comparison.

Fig. 4.2 shows the minimum SINR versusM under the proposed two LC-OptMMF

methods and comparison methods. The performance of all considered methods are

very close to the upper bound. The performance of LC-OptMMF-SCAmethod reaches

the upper bound when M ≥ 40, while the LC-OptMMF-SDR method has a small

constant gap (∼ 0.3 dB) to the upper bound. The performance of the BDZF method is

close to the LC-OptMMF-SCA method with a small gap. The average computation

time is shown in Table 4.1. We see that the computation time of both the LC-

OptMMF-SDR and LC-OptMMF-SCA methods is low and remains roughly constant

asM increases. The LC-OptMMF-SDR has lower complexity than the LC-OptMMF-

SCA does, with slight performance loss as seen in Fig. 4.2. On the other hand,

the computation time for the BDZF method and the direct SDR method increases
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Figure 4.1: Minimum SINR vs. M (G = 1, 2, K = 5).

significantly asM increases, although the former grows at a slower rate. Both become

impractical for very large M . Note that the BDZF method requires M ≥ KG, while

our proposed method is applicable to any system setups.

Table 4.1: Average Computation Time (s) Comparison (G = 3, K = 5).
M 20 50 100 200 300 500

LC-OptMMF-SDR 4.38 4.01 4.02 4.08 5.11 8.65

LC-OptMMF-SCA 14.08 14.13 14.66 16.42 15.76 15.43

BDZF [16] 3.15 9.65 19.64 146.5 366.3 4723

Direct SDR 10.71 91.81 639.24 5573 N/A N/A

Fig. 4.3 shows the minimum SINR over the number of users per group K. We

set M = 10, 50, and 100. The LC-OptMMF-SCA method consistently performs well

in all values of K. The performance gap to the upper bound is around 0.5 dB for
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Figure 4.2: Minimum SINR vs. M (G = 3, K = 5).

K ≥ 5 when M = 10, and it reduces to negligible for M = 50 or 100. For both direct

SDR and the LC-OptMMF-SDR methods, the performance is close to the upper

bound when K is small, but the gap starts to increase as K increases (K ≥ 5). The

computation time is shown in Table 4.2. The computation time increases with K for

all three methods. The increase under the LC-OptMMF-SDR method is insignificant,

while the complexity of LC-OptMMF-SCA method increases more obviously with K.

Table 4.2: Average Computation Time (s) Comparison (G = 3, M = 50).
K 3 5 7 10

LC-OptMMF-SDR 3.11 4.15 5.04 7.22

LC-OptMMF-SCA 10.42 15.22 25.84 35.84

Direct SDR 67.23 99.61 115.25 160.63
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Fig. 4.4 shows the minimum SINR for different normalized maximum transmit

power Ptot/σ
2, for various numbers of antennas. For M = 10, we see the growing

rate is sublinear with Ptot/σ
2. This is because when the number of antennas is small,

the interference remains relatively significant which cannot be canceled. The two

LC-OptMMF methods also have a small loss (∼ 0.5 dB) as compared with the direct

SDR method, indicating our proposed LC-OptMMF methods are more suboptimal

when the number of antennas is small. When M becomes large (M ≥ 50), all there

methods are close to the upper bound. The performance increases almost linearly

with Ptot/σ
2 (dB), showing our proposed LC-OptMMF methods are highly effective

and efficient for massive MIMO systems.
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4.3.2 Channels with Different Path Losses

We now consider channels with different path losses, i.e., channel vectors are generated

as i.i.d. Gaussian vectors with hik ∼ CN (0, σ2
ikI), for i ∈ G, k ∈ K. The channel

variance for user k in group i is given by σ2
ik = K0d

−n
ik , where K0 is the path loss

constant, dik is the distance between user k in group i and the BS, and n is the path

loss exponent, which we set as n = 3.

Perfect CSI

We assume that the CSI is perfectly known at the BS.

Fig. 4.5 shows the minimum SINR versus M under the proposed LC-OptMMF

methods. For comparison, we also plot the OptMMF-SCA method from Section 3.3

and the direct SDR method. The upper bound obtained from the direct SDR method
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is plotted as a benchmark. The performance of all the considered methods are very

close to the upper bound. The performance of our proposed three methods reach

the upper bound when M ≥ 40. Nevertheless, when M = 16, we see a performance

gap (∼ 1 dB) between our low-complexity methods and the upper bound, where the

OptMMF-SCA method has smaller loss (∼ 0.7 dB) from the upper bound. This

reflects the sub-optimality of our numerical algorithms when M is not large enough,

especially for the low-complexity methods. Because equal power allocation cannot

boost poorly allocated users’ message signals, thus the normalized λ̃ results in worse

performance.

The average computation time is shown in Table 4.3. We see that the compu-

tational time of both LC-OptMMF-SDR and LC-OptMMF-SCA methods is low and

remains roughly constant asM increases. The LC-OptMMF-SDR has lower complex-

ity than the LC-OptMMF-SCA does, with slight performance loss as seen in Fig. 4.5.

On the other hand, the computation time for the direct SDR method increases sig-

nificantly as M increases and becomes impractical for very large M .

Table 4.3: Average Computation Time (s) Comparison (K = 5).
M 16 50 100 200 300 500

LC-OptMMF-SDR 5.94 6.46 6.94 7.56 8.03 11.16

LC-OptMMF-SCA 32.44 28.73 27.65 29.06 30.34 28.76

Direct SDR 11.45 162.5 1158 9924 N/A N/A

Fig. 4.6 shows the minimum SINR over the number of users per group K. We

set M = 50, 100, and 200. The OptMMF-SCA and LC-OptMMF-SCA methods con-

sistently perform well in all values of K. The performance gap to the upper bound
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Figure 4.5: Minimum SINR vs. M (G = 3, K = 5).

is around 0.3 dB for M = 50, K = 10, and it reduces to be negligible for other con-

figurations. For both direct SDR and LC-OptMMF-SDR methods, the performance

is close to the upper bound when K is small, but the gap starts to increase as K

increases (K ≥ 5). This is because the performance of the SDR approach deteriorates

as the number of constraints in the optimization problem becomes large. The com-

putation time is shown in Table 4.4. The computation time increases with K for all

three methods. The increase under the LC-OptMMF-SDR and LC-OptMMF-SCA

methods is insignificant, while the complexity of direct SDR method increases more

obviously with K.
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Table 4.4: Average Computation Time (s) Comparison (M = 100).
K 3 5 7 10

LC-OptMMF-SDR 4.70 6.20 8.75 13.14

LC-OptMMF-SCA 23.30 30.57 32.68 40.70

Direct SDR 751.7 1155 1671 2194

Imperfect CSI

In practical, the BS is not able to have full knowledge of CSI. In this section, we

present the simulation results when perfect CSI is not available at the BS.

The estimated channel model is similar to that described in Section 3.5.2. More

specifically, we assume that the channel estimation error h̃ik is Gaussian independent

to the channel hik, for all k ∈ K, i ∈ G. The channel hik is with the same model

as stated above, i.e., hik ∼ CN (0, σ2
ikI). The channel estimation error is given by
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h̃ik ∼ CN (0, εHσ2
◦I), where εH is the level of estimation error, and σ2

◦ is the reference

variance with σ2
◦ = K0d

−n
◦ . By default, the reference distance d◦ is set to the cell

radius r. Thus, we have the estimated channel model as follows

ĥik = hik + h̃ik, k ∈ K, i ∈ G. (4.15)

Figs. 4.7 - 4.9 show the minimum SINR of our proposed two low-complexity

methods, the OptMMF-SCA method, and the direct SDR method for εH equal to

0.1, 0.2, and 0.4, respectively. From the figures, we observe that the performance of

all considered methods deteriorates as εH increases. All four methods perform closely,

however, the performance of our proposed methods is slightly worse than that of

the direct SDR method when M = 16 for all considered values of εH , with about 1

dB’s performance gap. Wherein, our proposed LC-OptMMF-SCA and LC-OptMMF-

SDR methods perform closely when M = 16, with a negligible performance gap to

the OptMMF-SCA method. For comparison, Fig. 4.10 shows the performance of all

considered methods for different values of εH . Note that when εH = 0, it means

that there is not estimation error in the channel information, i.e., ĥik = hik, for

k ∈ K, i ∈ G. As we can see, the performance gaps between every two considered

values of εH for different M are roughly constant. When εH changes from 0 to 0.1,

the performance reduced about 2 dB; when εH increases from 0.1 to 0.2, the decrease

becomes milder, with around 1 dB’s performance loss; when εH raises from 0.2 to 0.4,

the performance gap is around 1.5 dB.
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4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a simple low-complexity multi-group multicast beam-

forming design for massive MIMO systems, based on the optimal MMF multicast

beamforming solution structure obtained from Chapter 3. The low-complexity beam-

forming structure allowed us to transform the multicast beamforming optimization

problem into a low-dimensional weight optimization problem, which we proposed the

SDR method and an SCA-based method to solve. The computational complexity of

both low-complexity methods does not grow with the number of antennas. Simulation

showed that our proposed low-complexity methods achieve near-optimal performance,

and are on top of the OptMMF-SCA method when M is large. The low-complexity

methods have substantially lower computational time, which is independent of M ,

for large values of M and K compare to the OptMMF-SCA method and some other

existing works. Besides, our proposed efficient algorithms work well for both single-

group and multi-group systems, and they are also applicable to systems with small

rate of M
GK

.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we considered the MMF problem for multi-group multicast beamform-

ing. We provided a novel derivation of the optimal beamforming solution structure

for an arbitrary system configuration by using the SCA method and Lagrange duality.

We found that the optimal beamforming solution has a weighted MMSE filter struc-

ture that consists of two terms: the group-channel direction vector and the weighted

sum of interference channel covariance matrices. We also found that the optimal

solutions for the MMF and QoS problems are with the same structure. Two algo-

rithms were proposed to determine the beamforming vectors by applying the optimal

solution directly. The first one used the SCA method and the second one used an

iterative method of solving the QoS problem. Simulation showed that our proposed

two methods achieve near-optimal performance, and the computational complexity is

smaller than the direct SDR method in most cases.

We also considered multi-group multicast beamforming design for massive MIMO

systems. A low-complexity MMF beamforming design was proposed, based on the

optimal MMF beamforming solution. The low-complexity beamforming structure

allowed us to transform the multicast beamforming optimization problem into a low-
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dimensional weight optimization problem, which we developed the SDR and an SCA-

based methods to solve. The computational complexity of both low-complexity meth-

ods are independent of the number of antennas. Simulation showed that our proposed

methods achieve near-optimal performance, and have substantially low computational

time for large M and K. Compared to existing works, our proposed methods can be

used in systems with single user group or multiple user groups, and have no require-

ments for systems setups, e.g., ratio of the number of antennas to the total number

of serving users.

Several extensions are possible based on our work. To further improve the perfor-

mance of our OptMMF method, it would be beneficial to obtain the optimal Lagrange

multipliers, and conduct asymptotic analysis of the values of Lagrange multipliers as

M →∞. Moreover, it would be important and interesting to study the optimal power

allocation problem to improve the performance of our low-complexity method. Fi-

nally, our methods and techniques can be extended to study the multi-cell multi-group

scenario in cellular networks.



Appendix A

Proof of Proposition 3.1

Proof. To solve (3.22), we can decompose it into subproblems w.r.t. wi, for i ∈ G,

and solve them separately, given by

min
wi

wH
i Ai(λ, µ)wi − 2tRe{wH

i ai}. (A.1)

Since (A.1) is an unconstrained and convex optimization problem, w?
i (z) can be ob-

tained by setting the gradient of objective function w.r.t. wi to 0.

Before we provide the gradient of the objective function in (A.1), we first introduce

the gradients of two complex functions. Denote the variable of the complex functions

as y, with the real part yR and the imaginary part yI, i.e., y = yR + jyI. For a

complex vector b = bR + jbI, according to the complex derivative operation [81], we

have

∇yRe{bHy} = 1
2
(
∇yRRe{bHy} − j∇yIRe{bHy}

)
= 1

2
[
∇yR

(
bTR yR + bTI yI

)
− j∇yI

(
bTR yR + bTI yI

)]
= 1

2 (bR − jbI) = 1
2b∗. (A.2)

For a Hermitian matrix B, we have

∇y(yHBy) = (By)∗ (A.3)

81
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Denote A(wi, zi) = wH
i Ai(λ, µ)wi−2tRe{wH

i ai}, which is the objective function

of (A.1). From (A.2) and (A.3), at optimality, we have

∇wi
A(w?

i , zi) = (Ai(λ?, µ?)w?
i (z))∗ − t?a∗i = 0 (A.4)

and we obtain

w?
i (z) = t?A−1

i (λ?, µ?)ai = t?A−1
i (λ?, µ?)

K∑
k=1

(
λikhikhHik

)
zi

= t?A−1
i (λ?, µ?)

(
K∑
k=1

α?ikhik
)
. (A.5)
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